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Does Change in the Arctic Sea Ice Indicate Climate
Change? A Lesson Using Geospatial Technology

Judith K. Bock
Elmhurst College, Elmhurst, Illinois, USA

Introduction

In September 2007 the sea ice in the Arctic Ocean was at its
least extent in thirty-eight years, based on thirty-year annual
averages (‘‘Arctic Sea Ice Shatters All Previous Record
Lows’’), and the Northwest Passage opened for the first time
in human memory. Climatologists worked to seek an answer
to this trend in declining summer extent of sea ice, noting
changes in ice thickness, trends of an earlier melt, and
anomalies in atmospheric conditions.

However, a lesser-known fact is that the extent of winter
Arctic sea ice (measured in March) was equal to and, in some
locations, greater than the previous years’ sea ice extent in
2008, 2009, and 2010.

The Arctic sea ice has not since melted to the 2007
extent, but annual summer melt extents do continue to be
less than the decadal average. Climate fluctuations are well
documented by geologic records. Averages are usually based
on a minimum of 10 years of averaged data. It is typical for
fluctuations to occur from year to year and season to season
and still be considered within the range of normal change.

Recent changes in seasonal melting of the Arctic ice have
scientists both concerned about the environmental changes
and excited about new potential for the Arctic region.

This type of seasonal climatic change affects the sea ice
itself, i.e., decreased older, more stable ice with greater

amounts of less stable ‘‘young’’ sea ice, and creates new ques-
tions about how these conditions impact the fragile Arctic
environment. Concerns about the impact to Arctic animals,
particularly the polar bear, walrus, and seal, highlighted alarm
about their pending endangerment and extinction. ‘‘Global
warming’’ once again punctuated the headlines. The polar
bear was named the first animal to be placed on The Endan-
gered Species List due to global warming, classified as
‘‘threatened’’ in 2008 (Walton 2008).

With changing sea ice conditions also come changing
viewpoints about the Arctic’s potential. Less sea ice
potentially opens shipping lanes along the shoreline and
across the Arctic Ocean. It gives Russia much-desired
seaports.

The Arctic is also considered a final frontier for hydro-
carbon extraction. There are estimates of significant oil and
gas reserves in the Arctic (Stauffer 2008). Due to high oil
prices, rising energy demand, concern over energy security,
and retreating ice, the Arctic region is under renewed scru-
tiny as a source of oil and gas. However, accessing these
resources would involve drilling deeper into the Arctic
Ocean floor and=or further from the shore than is currently
being done. The drilling and extraction would occur in
colder conditions and into more sensitive and fragile habi-
tats than ever before, raising concern about potential
environmental impacts, especially if an oil leak or spill
should occur.
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Overview of Lesson

Using geospatial technologies, students explore changes in
the seasonal sea ice extent covering the Arctic Ocean and
draw conclusions as to whether these changes are a result of
long-term climate change or weather fluctuations. Further,
students speculate about implications and impacts of open
waters in the Arctic Ocean.

This lesson may be integrated into studies about climate
change, polar regions, or geospatial technology skills. It can
be completed using either PC or Mac. Directions are written
for use of the virtual globe Google EarthQ and Esri’s
ArcMapQ. However, any Geographic Information System
(GIS) software that allows students to use azimuthal views
and digitizing tools or other virtual globes can be utilized.

This lesson assumes that students know how to add infor-
mation to a GIS map, digitize (use draw tools to add infor-
mation to maps), create a map layout, and save=print maps,
using GIS software. Step-by-step instructions are given to
the student on Handout 1 for obtaining images of the Arctic
from the National Ice Center.

Grade Levels

This lesson is used as a lab exercise in a college-level geography
course, which introduces remote sensing – types and techni-
ques of remote sensing supplemented by application and analy-
sis of the remotely-sensed data. Gathering data about the
Arctic’s ice and snow conditions is conducted via satellites.
This lesson uses the National Ice Center as a source of images
and downloadable data files. Students in this course already
know about and use virtual globes and GIS mapping software.
This lesson allows students to demonstrate their ability to use
digitizing skills to assess the changing snow and ice conditions.

The lesson would also be appropriate in high school, provided
students know how to access and process data, using GIS software.

The lesson may be used in grades 7–12, without digitizing
or using GIS, by accessing the National Ice Center, down-
loading the KLM files to Google EarthQ, and reviewing the
animation on Google EarthQ to discuss climate change in
the Arctic Ocean.

Time Required

As a lab assignment, this lesson takes 2 to 3 hours.

Preparation

The instructor should be familiar with geospatial equipment,
knowing how to project an image onto a large screen. (If this

type of equipment is unavailable, the lesson can be modified
so students will view this information at their own computer
terminal.) The instructor should review the National Ice
Center information site, knowing how to access the files to
be downloaded.

Standards

National Geography Standard 1:
How to use maps and other geographic representations,

tools, and technologies to acquire, process, and report infor-
mation from a spatial perspective.

Students use geospatial data, accessed via satellites and
archived by the National Ice Center. Additionally, students
use both a virtual globe and GIS software to learn about
the Arctic region and changing ice and snow conditions.

Ancillary Standards:
Standard 4: The physical and human characteristics of places.
Standard 16: The changes that occur in the meaning, use,

distribution, and importance of resources.

Geographic Skills

Students will

. acquire geographic information using maps prepared the
National Ice Center (near-real time data of snow and
ice extents)

. organize geographic information onto a GIS map to inte-
grate information about summer and winter snow and ice
extents, using a polar projection

. analyze geographic information to interpret the changing
seasonal ice conditions

. answer geographic questions by evaluating the impact of
continued sea ice melting in the Arctic Ocean on the
region and on the world

Lesson Objectives

Students will

. analyze annual changes and trends of Arctic ice conditions

. speculate about implications and impacts of Arctic sea ice
melting

A Word About Geospatial Tools

Geospatial technologies are used in this lesson to research
and display spatial information and patterns for analysis.
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Instructor and students will need Internet access, a virtual
globe, and GIS software to complete this lesson. The lesson,
as written, uses Google EarthQ and Esri’s ArcMapQ, but
appropriate substitutions can be made for your class use.

The specific virtual globe and GIS software that you use
are determined by technology equipment available to you.
If you have a PC, any of the online virtual globes can be used
for Opening the Lesson. If you have a Mac, Esri’s ArcGIS
Explorer DesktopQ is not available to you.

The GIS software will be determined by technology equip-
ment. Recent versions of Esri’s ArcMap GISQ software only
operate on PCs (versions 9 and 10). However, an early (and
basic) Esri GIS is still available as a free download for both
Mac and PC: Arc Explorer Java Education EditionQ (AEJEE),
but be aware that it is no longer supported by Esri, if you
should have questions.

Preparation

. Make sure all technologies are working

. Duplicate Handout 1 – Analyzing Arctic Sea Ice

Opening the Lesson

1. Introduce students to the polar=azimuthal projection of
the Arctic region, using an online virtual globe. (See
Figure 1.) Help them recall or become familiar with the
Arctic region.

You may want to compare the virtual globe to an azimuthal
map and=or a globe.

a. Project the virtual globe from a computer to a large screen
for the whole class to view at one time. Zoom in to discuss
geographic attributes of the Arctic region and landforms
on the Arctic Ocean floor. You may need to click on the
layers to activate boundaries, reference lines, and place
names. You also may want an azimuthal map and=or globe
for comparison to the virtual globe view.

b. Have students identify why the azimuthal projection (also
known as a planar projection and=or polar view) is pre-
ferred for study about the Arctic Ocean. (It shows the cor-
rect size and shape of the Arctic Ocean, as well as the
appropriate relationship of the surrounding continents.
The ocean is shown in its appropriate context.)

c. Ask students to identify the eight countries that have a
coastline on the Arctic Ocean or are considered Arctic
countries. (Arctic Ocean Coastline: United States,
Canada, Denmark (Greenland), Norway, and Russia;
additional Arctic countries: Iceland, Sweden, Finland)

d. Click on the grid. Have students locate the North Pole,
Arctic Circle, Eastern and Western Hemispheres.

e. Zoom in further and ask students to identify ocean floor
landforms, such as the continental shelves, major basins
(Canada, Makarov=Fram=Nansen), and the three promi-
nent ridges (Alpha=Lomonosov=Gakkel).

f. Discuss continental shelves as shallow extensions (usually
up to 500 feet deep) off the coastlines of continents. (See
Figure 2.)

. Have students note which continents and countries have
the greatest continental extensions.

. Explain international law related to a nation’s claim of
ocean resources on the continental shelves. (In general, a
country’s ‘‘national’’ extent is 12 nautical miles from shore,
but a country can claim up to 200 nautical miles from its
shoreline as an exclusive economic zone (EEZ) for fishing
and mineral rights. However, there are exceptions to this,
especially if there is an obvious extension of the continen-
tal shelf from one country further than this distance; they
can ask to ‘‘own’’ this extension for mineral rights.)

. Ask students to identify any regions of the Arctic Ocean,
continental shelves, or ridges that Arctic countries may
have ownership disagreements about. (Russia has claimed
the North Pole by dropping a permanent Russian flag at
that spot in 2007; additionally Russia currently claims
that its EEZ extends much further, citing the Lomonosov
Ridge as an extension of its continental shelf, therefore

Figure 1. Polar view of Arctic Ocean, using Google EarthQ.
Figure 2. The Arctic Ocean floor reveals continental shelves, ridges, and basins
as you zoom in on Google EarthQ.
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giving Russia EEZ rights further into the ocean. The other
four Arctic Ocean countries are contesting this claim.)

2. Poll students to see what they know about the Arctic sea ice
and=or its changing conditions. (Make sure that students
understand that the ice is known as ‘‘sea ice’’ or ‘‘ice pack,’’
it is not a glacier nor has the same ice characteristics as a
glacier, and it is not over a continent. Investigate their
knowledge about when and how the sea ice extent changes.
Further, find out what they know about the extensive 2007
melt and resulting concerns expressed in the media.)

Developing the Lesson

3. Introduce students to the National Ice Center (formerly
known as the National Snow and Ice Data Center—
NSIDC) by projecting the home page onto a large screen.
Open the link to the National Ice Center: http:==www.
natice.noaa.gov=.

a. Click on IMS on the menu bar. Open the 31-day
Animation for the Northern Hemisphere. Assign various
students=groups of students to watch for the following:

. Does the ice extent ever reach as far south as 60o N? (Yes,
but this will vary, depending on the month you are showing.)

. Describe what happens to the ice extent during the past
thirty-one days.

. Describe what happens to snow extent during the past
thirty-one days.

b. Open the online article ‘‘Arctic Sea Ice Shatters All
Previous Record Lows’’ at http:==nsidc.org=news=press=
2007 seaiceminimum=20071001 pressrelease.html, project-
ing this Web site for the class. Have students review the ar-
ticle and information shown on the maps about the extent
of the Summer 2007 ice melt. Discuss whether this should
be of concern and why=why not? (At the time, the media
cited this as an example of ‘‘global warming,’’ warning of
potential extinction of the polar bear. In January 2008
the polar bear was the first animal awarded the status of
threatened due to global warming.)

c. Discuss the difference between global warming and cli-
mate change. (Global warming was an average of tem-
peratures taken from around the world that indicated
an increase in overall global temperature, resulting in
melting ice, drought, etc. The term is still used, but to-
day global climate change is considered more appropriate
and more accurate. Annual global temperatures are in-
creasingly monitored via remote sensing, providing
greater coverage of global temperatures than strategically
placed weather stations, which did not provide total glo-
bal coverage. In any one given location, annual tem-
peratures fluctuate, and weather conditions change
somewhat predictably based on climate patterns. There
are historical records documenting climate changes, sea-
sonally and over time.)

d. Tell students that they will consider polar data to
determine whether the 2007 ice melt was an anomaly, a
trend=pattern, or an indicator of climate change in the
Arctic.

Figure 3. A college student captured the 2007 winter and summer Arctic ice extents from the data archive and comments on his observations. (Figure 3A on the
left shows March 2007, while Figure 3B on the right shows September 2007.) ‘‘The snow has disappeared from everywhere in September 2007 except for
Greenland. Ice has melted drastically and only remains in the center of the Arctic Circle. The seas are practically void of ice. This comparison is the most drastic
change that I have seen from the data of the NSIDC’’ (The National Snow and Ice Data Center—NSIDC—is now the National Ice Center.)
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4. Assign students to either Group A or Group B.
Depending on the GIS skills of your students, have
them work independently or in pairs to complete
the instructions on Handout 1—Analyzing Arctic Sea
Ice. Parts I and II on the handout are the same for
both groups. In Part III, students should only follow
the directions for their group. You may need to
review digitizing with students, reminding them to
trace carefully so the analysis can be made more
accurately.

(This lesson can be modified to observe the changes in
sea ice by downloading the klm file on the National Ice
Center site. This opens a file directly on Google EarthQ,
showing a sequence of March=September ice changes
since 1978. See Figures 4 and 5.)

Concluding the Instruction

5. Have two students from Group A and two students from
Group B meet together to share their maps and observa-
tions. Ask the groups to discuss whether they are seeing
normal climate fluctuations for the decade or if they think
the information is showing a trend in climate change,
identifying the trend.

6. Ask each small group to discuss consequences and impacts
of changing Arctic ice conditions, especially along the
coastline. Encourage students to consider political, econ-
omic, and environmental impacts.

7. Have each group report to the whole class. List impacts on
the board. Which might have negative outcomes? Positive
outcomes?

Figure 4. Sea ice extent, September 2000 as shown by a klm file on Google
EarthQ.

Figure 5. Sea ice extent, March 2001 as shown by a klm file on Google EarthQ

Figure 6. Student examples of map layouts derived from Handout 1, with digitizing to identify snow (pink line) and ice (red line) extents at the end of winter for
March 1999 which are layered on top of the March data for snow (white) and ice (yellow) for March 2009. Both students conclude there is little change in the ice
extent, but do see differences in the snow extents. One student comments that this is due to atmospheric conditions. (Note that students have a difficult time
breaking the habits of map-making, e.g., including a directional arrow on an azimuthal view and a scale of miles on a gif image with no scale attributes.)
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Assessment

8. Individually, have students prepare a ‘‘Climate Perspective
About the Arctic.’’ A student should provide a written or
pictorial perspective about what is happening to the sea
ice extent, including consequences and impacts and citing
their mapped data. Encourage them to refer to the 2007 ar-
ticle about Arctic Sea Ice (No. 3b above), discussions in
their small groups, and class discussion about impacts as
they develop their perspective.

Extensions

Have students

. research Russia’s claims to the Arctic Ocean floor beyond
the national 12 nautical miles and EEZ of 200 nautical
miles. Hold an ‘‘International Court’’ to decide whether
the claims are legitimate and=or what land=ocean area
should be awarded to Russia.

. compare maps of gas and oil reserves in the Arctic to the
political map of the Arctic. What country has the most to
gain if drilling for petroleum becomes more accessible due
to melting sea ice? Even though not on the Arctic coast-
line, how would other Arctic countries benefit from open-
ing more gas and oil fields.

. discuss the advantages and disadvantages of being able to
use the Arctic Ocean for transportation should it become
more ice free.

. debate whether the Arctic Ocean could become the next
‘‘Gulf of Mexico,’’ by researching differences between
onshore, offshore, and deep-water drilling.

. discuss how melting Arctic ice would contribute to chan-
ging climate in the Arctic and the world (albedo affect
and consequences to that change).

Final Comments

Elements of this lesson have been used over the course of sev-
eral years in a basic college-level remote sensing class. Con-
tent-wise, students are surprised to find an entire agency
devoted to studying snow and ice with archived historical
data (although gif images, rather than shp files). Students
questioned what they heard in the news about climate
change, as they view the changing conditions and realize that
the September 2007 report, though accurate, was not all there
was to know about the topic of sea ice extent. The changing
conditions do raise many questions and provide for lively
debate about global climate change, as well as environmental

impacts to various species and the potential availability of the
region for further mineral extraction, and all the issues and
problems that implies. Recognizing that the September
2007 map and report were a snapshot in time, students started
to realize the complexity of snow and ice data—and in terms
of the class, the importance of the remotely-sensed data and
satellite coverage in helping to record continuous data and
monitor the situation. However, when asked to create maps,
including a paragraph analyzing the information, students re-
ported merely on observed phenomenon with little true
analysis or speculation about climate change or implications.
It also became clear that students needed more work regard-
ing different projections and shp files vs. gif files, as indicated
by including direction arrows on azimuthal maps and bar
scales that had no reference data (and were inaccurate).

Technologically, although students had a basic course in
GIS mapping, this is the first time they have been introduced
to heads-up digitizing. Requiring a steady hand for accurately
tracing over the ice and snow lines, some are more adept at it
than others. Most students transferred this skill to other pro-
ject work, learning to change color, line width, and symbols
to enhance information they were analyzing in different con-
texts. Being able to digitize one image and then superimpose
that data on another map, highlighted specific features an-
d=or showed change over time. Additionally, students used
digitizing to classify features on aerial and satellite imagery.
So, the knowledge and skills of digitizing became a valuable
asset in the development of a student’s geospatial technology
proficiency.
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Handout 1 - Analyzing Arctic Sea Ice

PART I. Study of Changes in the Arctic Ice and
Snow over the Past 10 Years

. You’ve probably heard lots of information indicating
that the ice and snow in the Arctic regions are de-
creasing. There are many concerns about melting sea
ice in the Arctic Ocean. Can you name some? Record
your answers.

. Some of the Arctic countries perceive the melting Arctic
Ocean as something positive—an opportunity. What are
some possible opportunities should the Arctic ice pack
melt? Record your answers.

. Now, you will use the National Ice Center site to observe
the data for yourself. In general, the greatest extent of
Arctic sea ice and snow is in March—the end of the polar
winter, and the least extent is in September—the end of
the polar summer.

PART II. Observing Changes in
Arctic Sea Ice

. Follow the instructions below to download information
from the National Ice Center. You will then add the infor-
mation to a GIS map, analyze the extent of sea ice, and
conclude whether the Arctic is experiencing normal sea-
sonal fluctuations or new trends=patterns of climate
change.

. Consider your own community for a moment and how the
daily and seasonal weather changes. Often the changes are
merely fluctuations within normal ranges of variance. Cli-
mate patterns, and therefore major changes in those pat-
terns, are a result of a minimum of 10-year averages. In
other words, one year is not scientifically predictive of a
trend or pattern.

. You will look at a decade’s worth of data collected about
the Arctic sea ice and snow to further consider what is
occurring in the Arctic—normal fluctuations or new
trends of climate change.

1. Open the link to the National Ice Center: http:==www.
natice.noaa.gov=. Click on ‘‘Enter the Full-Featured
Pages.’’ Click on IMS on the site’s menu bar.

2. Now you will find the images of snow and ice extents. For
a and b you will use data for Northern Hemisphere, and save
them to the Desktop. Images are for March and September
of each of the years, so you can compare sea ice extent for
winter and summer months for the past decade.

a. Scroll to the bottom of the IMS Products page. Under Past
Years select ‘‘GIF Data Archive.’’ Scroll to

. 2000—Select Northern Hemisphere.

� Select: ims2000061.gif (March 1, 2000) and
ims2000245.gif (September 1, 2000).

� Save them to the Desktop, using the file names
March00.
gif and Sept00.gif, respectively.

. 2005—Select Northern Hemisphere.

� Select: ims2005061.gif (March 1, 2005) and
ims2005245.gif (September 1, 2005).

� Save on the Desktop as March05.gif and Sept05.gif.

. 2010—Select Northern Hemisphere.

� Select ims2010060.gif (March 1, 2010) and
ims2010244.gif (September 1, 2010).

� Save to the Desktop as March10.gif and Sept10.gif.

3. Open the GIS software used in your class, and add all six
gif images: March 1 and September 1 for 2000, 2005, and
2010 to your Map View. Remember that these are.gif images
and not shapefiles (.shp), so images do not have attribute data
or other shapefile characteristics.

4. Do a comparative study between the images, either by
clicking the images on and off or by using the transparency
function. Answer the following three questions, based on
your observations.

a. Did end-of-summer (September, perennial) ice extent
change significantly between 2000, 2005, and 2010? If
so, in what way? (Identify a specific location and what
change occurred.)

b. Did the end-of-winter ice (March) extent change signifi-
cantly between 2000, 2005, and 2010? If so, in what
way? (Identify a specific location and what change
occurred.)

c. Comparing the March 1, 2010, image to your findings of
Arctic ice change for the past 10 years, what do you pre-
dict for the March winter ice of 2011?

5. From your analysis of sea ice extent during the past decade:

a. Have there been significant changes in the extent of
summer and=or winter sea ice?
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b. Using evidence from the map data, does the past decade
indicate normal fluctuations in the weather patterns or
trends of climate change occurring in the Arctic region?
Explain what you think is happening.

PART III. Create a GIS Map

. Your teacher will assign you to Group A or Group B.
Using GIS software, you will use two of the images from
Part I to create an azimuthal map of the Arctic region,
showing the extent of Arctic sea ice for winter months
(March data; Group A) or for summer months (September
data; Group B).

. To do this part of the map study, you will use ‘‘heads-up
digitizing.’’ Heads-up digitizing means that you trace over
points, lines, or areas with the drawing tools, creating a
new layer of information. It takes careful control over
the mouse to accurately trace over lines, so take your time.
For this assignment, you will only be using the line tool to
trace. This information can be saved as a new feature layer
and can be clicked on and off like any other layer in your
table of contents for your map.

Later you will compare the information you outlined with
the opposite group.

Group A – Arctic Ice Extent in Winter

1. You will only use the March 2000 and 2010 layers. Delete
the other layers previously added to your Map View. Layer
the March 2000 data on top of the March 2010 data in the
Table of Contents. Have both layers active (checked on).

2. Using the line drawing tools, carefully digitize (trace over)
the extent of the ice with red. You may want to zoom in to
do this. (Include any outliers—ice that is not contiguous
with the ice extent.)

3. Save this as a layer to the table of contents. Name the
layer as Ice Extent, March 2000.

4. Next use the line drawing tool to digitize the extent of the
snow in purple. (Include any outliers—snow that is not
contiguous with the snow extent.)

5. Save this as a layer to the table of contents. Name the
layer as Snow Extent, March 2000.

6. Click off the March 2000 image. You should now see the
extent of the 2000 ice and snow on the 2010 layer.

7. Are you seeing evidence of shrinking Arctic ice? (Rhetori-
cal question—save your ideas for later.)

8. Switch to the layout view, and design a map, which you
will print.

. Add appropriate map elements:

� Descriptive title, including the date of the information
shown

� Legend indicating the base map and two digitized layers,
appropriately named

� Date that map was created

� Cartographer (you)

� Source of the information (National Ice Center,
http:==www.natice.noaa.gov=)

� Neat line around the page

� Since this is an azimuthal projection and north is in the
center of the map, you will not add a north arrow.

� Since this is a .gif file, you will have no scale of miles.

9. Add a paragraph in a text box on the map layout that sum-
marizes the changes in snow=ice coverage over the past 10
years for the March data.

10. Save the layout view as a jpg or pdf image (not to the
GIS mapping software extension).

11. Print a color copy of your map layout.

Group B – Arctic Ice Extent in Summer

1. You will only use the September 2000 and 2010 layers.
Delete the other layers previously added to your Map
View. Layer the September 2000 data on top of the Sep-
tember 2010 data. Have both layers active (checked
on).

2. Using the line drawing tools, carefully digitize (trace over)
the extent of the ice with red. (Include any outliers—ice
that is not contiguous with the ice extent.)

3. Save this as a layer to the table of contents. Name the
layer as Ice Extent, Sept. 2000.

4. Next use the line drawing tool to digitize the extent of the
snow in purple. (Include any outliers—snow that is not
contiguous with the snow extent.)

5. Save this as a layer to the table of contents. Name the
layer as Snow Extent, Sept. 2000.

6. Click off the September 2000 image. You should now
see the extent of the 2000 ice and snow on the 2010
layer.

7. Are you seeing evidence of shrinking Arctic ice? (Rhetori-
cal question—save your ideas for later.)

8. Switch to the layout view, and design a map, which you
will print.
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. Add appropriate map elements:

� Descriptive title, including the date of the information
shown

� Legend - indicating the base map and two digitized
layers, appropriately named

� Date that map was created

� Cartographer (you)

� Source of the information (National Ice Center, http:==
www.natice.noaa.gov=)

� Neat line around the page

� Since this is an azimuthal projection and north is in the
center of the map, you will not add a north arrow.

� Since this is a gif file, you will have no scale of miles.

9. Add a paragraph in a text box on the map layout that sum-
marizes the changes in snow=ice coverage over the past 10
years for the September data.

10. Save the layout view as a jpg or pdf image (not to the
GIS mapping software extension).

11. Print a color copy of your map layout.
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